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opening the place on 2nd September 1925 in a blaze of
publicity. The group photo was taken at Le Pavillon’s
first-anniversary outdoor gala the following season.

The hiring of musicians and entertainers was handled by
Max-Roger-Louis Lolivrel, one of the project’s directors and
former owner of Rector’s Club at 45 Rue des Acacias in Paris,
where Syd and Harry Roy’s Crichton Lyricals had cut their
Continental teeth in 1923-24. Dance acts and choreography at
Le Pavillon were organized by veteran hoofer Harry Pilcer,
formerly dance director at Rector’s. Max Lolivrel was even
pushy enough to hang Rector’s trademark signboard of two
drunken dogs above Le Pavillon’s garden stage. Rector’s itself
had been closed since the spring of 1925, when Max had filed
for bankruptcy in the Paris courts. However, nobody seemed
to care. These were heady days.

Leon Allen Crutcher (b. Trenton Falls, NJ, 10 Dec 1902) and
drummer George Hill Evans (b. Wilmington, NC, 8 July 1896)
had been regulars at Rector’s in Paris since their arrival from
New York in 1924. Leon had no particular family background
n September 2nd, 1926, almost exactly ninety years in music: his father was a New York postman and his mother
ago, a society photographer in the French city of an apartment-house janitress. With his good looks and
Biarritz took the remarkable action shot of the Palm
Beach Six reproduced on this edition’s cover page. It features,
from left to right: drummer/leader George Evans, Ferdinand
Allen on banjo, an unknown violinist, Frank “Big Boy” Goudie
on trumpet, pianist Glover Compton, and Rudolph Dunbar on
saxophone. This now becomes the earliest known picture of
Goudie and possibly the only one of him playing trumpet, as
he was soon to switch mostly to saxophone. The elephant in
the room, however, is the PB6’s co-leader, Leon Crutcher, who
had died five months earlier in tragic circumstances. Compton
had replaced him on piano, but he was still visible in caricature
on Evans’s drumhead. This is Leon Crutcher’s story.

O

If you follow the French Atlantic shoreline for a few
miles south of Biarritz to the small resort town of Bidart, you’ll
come across one of southwest France’s finest surfing beaches,
called, somewhat obscurely, “Le Pavillon Royal”. In fact, the
beach takes its name from a palatial Victorian property perched
on the cliffs above the ocean, which from 1893 to the early
1920s was the home of Nathalie, dowager Queen of Serbia.
Nathalie herself called the house “Sachino” after her son Sacha,
who had become King Alexander I of Serbia. However, in the
muscular tradition of Balkan politics, Sacha was hacked to death
by rival princelings in 1903, and Nathalie went first into a
decline and then into a convent. During WW1 “Sachino” was
used as a military hospital, and in 1924 it was finally sold to a
consortium that turned it into the Côte Basque’s most
glamorous restaurant and nightspot.
After toying with other names such as “Castel Biarritz” and
“Le Château de Madrid”, the new owners eventually plumped
for “Le Pavillon Royal”, trading on the mansion’s illustrious
pedigree. By the following summer elaborate refurbishments
to the house and gardens were complete. The Palm Beach Six
played there for a warm-up week in late August, before officially

Boy” Goudie (1899-1964), now known to have landed in France
in mid-1924. In a conversation taped at his San Francisco home
in 1960 and preserved at the Tulane University archives in New
Orleans, Big Boy specifies that he arrived “around May or June
1924”. When interviewed for the Jazz Club do Brasil in 1940,
he mentioned spending nine months on tour in different
European countries with Crutcher & Evans, which would seem
to corroborate Rollin Smith’s remarks. Although later known as
a reed player, Goudie only played trumpet at this stage, so the
band line-up would have been trumpet, saxophone, banjo,
piano and drums.

On the night of June 18th 1924, Rector’s was teeming with
European royalty and American expats, the latter no doubt
buying drinks for the former, given the greenback’s soaring
exchange rate from 13 francs in 1922 to just under 20 that
month. The PB5 proved to be “a big attraction, judging by the
always crowded condition of the spacious dance floor”. The
featured dancers were now Ziegfeld star Florence Walton
(1890-1981) and her latest husband, Leon Leitrim [Jazz, 1 July
24]. On 4th July Max Lolivrel loaned the PB5 and “la
délicieuse Walton” to the Franco-American celebrations at the
Eiffel Tower, where they entertained revellers on the first-level
Leon Crutcher, from a contemporary newspaper photograph. dance floor until 4am two nights running. Further up the Tower,
meanwhile, France’s welterweight boxing champion Raymond
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Porcher, U.S. contender John French and others slugged it out in
keyboard prowess, Leon had already made it into the pages of a series of exhibition bouts [La Presse, 2 July 24].
the Chicago Defender some years before as a 14-year-old
prodigy. George Evans was a more seasoned personality and Paris in August has always been something of a dead city. The
perhaps even a father figure to Leon. George had been married airless muggy heat of the Seine basin drives locals to the coast
for eight years, and since 1918 he’d held down a portering or the countryside, leaving a virtual ghost town for the tourists.
day-job at New York’s Grand Central Station.
In the inter-war years those Parisians who could afford it
headed for various resorts on the Riviera, the Channel coast and
Crutcher and Evans sailed for France on 23rd April 1924 the Atlantic seaboard. Nightclub owners and their house bands
aboard the S.S. Paris. Crossing the Atlantic this way took six weren’t usually far behind. Places such as Bricktop’s, Chez
days, so they probably docked in Le Havre on the 29th. The Florence, etc., tended to open temporary seaside premises
Palm Beach Five — as they were at that stage — opened at during the season, since that was where the action was — and
Rector’s Club in Paris in the second week of May 1924, by extension the cash flow. The summer of 1924 found the PB5
alternating with a Guatemalan marimba band and Broadway making their first trip to Biarritz, playing to the gilded patrons
tango-dancers Peggy and Cortez [Jazz, 15 May 24]. While it’s of the Florida [CD 18 July 25], an exclusive lakeside venue in
true that a handful of Frenchmen were soon to take a critical woods south of the city. Young heiresses tripped through the
interest in jazz music, for most people the draw-card was Shimmy and the Charleston in Chanel and Lanvin originals, the
exoticism — any exoticism, in fact, whether it happened to be discreet clank of their Cartier jewellery doubtless
American, Cuban, Brazilian, Argentine, Hawaiian, Antillean, or complementing Evans’s brushwork. It was a far cry from the
whatever. For young Parisiennes, particularly, the musicians baggage carts of Grand Central.
themselves were at least as thrilling as the noises they made,
and the admiration was clearly mutual. With over 11% of all
able-bodied Frenchmen having been killed in WW1 and a
further 100,000 wiped out by the 1918-1919 Spanish Flu
pandemic, the romantic prospects for immaculately tuxedoed
African-Americans brandishing gold-plated instruments were
virtually limitless. No lynch mobs lurked the streets of
Montmartre, liquor was legal, and U.S. bands were paid in
dollars. All seemed best in the best of all possible worlds.

The Chicago Defender Paris correspondent made heavy
weather of the musicians’ names that evening, possible
testimony to the riotous time he’d had, but more likely because
he was deciphering notes hastily penned on a damp bar coaster.
Members are listed as Frank [sic] Allen, George Evans, George
[sic] Smith, Leon Carruther [sic] and Frank L. Greene [sic]. Allen
can be identified as banjoist Ferdie Allen (1878-c.1934), who
was to play regularly with the band over the next two years.
Carruther is obviously Crutcher. George Smith is probably
saxophonist and singer Roland “Rollin” Smith (1899-c.1985),
who came to Paris in 1924 after playing in London with the
Plantation Revue Orchestra in C.B Cochran’s revue Dover
Street to Dixie the previous year. Rollin Smith reportedly toured
with the PB5 in Italy, Spain, Hungary and Turkey [AA, 3 April George Evans, from a contemporary newspaper photograph.
54]. As for the wholly mysterious Frank L. Greene, this may be Illustration by Peter Poplaski
a mangled reference to the future PB5/6 stalwart, Frank(ie) “Big

From that autumn until the end of 1924 the PB5 were in
Spain, playing every night from 11pm until the small hours at
Rector’s Madrid branch, located within the hallowed portals of
the Palace Hotel on Plaza de las Cortes [El Heraldo de Madrid,
23 Dec 24]. When the band got back to Paris in early January
1925, Leon Crutcher was reportedly taken ill and rushed to the
American Hospital at Neuilly, where he was expected to remain
for over a month [CD, 31 Jan 25]. What precisely the trouble
was isn’t clear, but later accounts of Leon’s lifestyle suggest that
he was in the habit of burning the candle at both ends, working
till dawn, dallying assiduously with the ladies, then gambling
into the afternoon, fuelled throughout by a Herculean intake of
liquor. In the circumstances, a mild bout of flu may have laid
him lower than most. George Evans, on the other hand, had his
wife Morzella to keep him on the straight and narrow.

Leon had evidently shaken off whatever ailed him by February
1925, when the PB5 were reported to be about to record for
the Pathé label (they didn’t) and sign a contract to write for a
big revue “soon to be staged” [CD, 28 March 25]. This wasn’t
quite the fanciful showbiz hype that it might seem: at the
Florida, Crutcher and Evans had got to know local novelist and
poet Pierre d’Arcangues (1886-1973), later mayor of the nearby
town of (appropriately) Arcangues. In private life he was also
the 7th Marquis d’Iranda. Pierre wanted Leon to write the score
for a stage musical, of which he himself would supply the book.
Nothing much happened with this until the autumn of 1925,
but in the mean time Crutcher and Evans began writing their
own songs, which were published by one W.A. Johnson, a black
expatriate with Paris offices at 63 Rue Demours. This
collaboration produced “Just You”, “Bring Back My Mammy”,
“Sort of Something” and “Without You”. Johnson got
co-composer credit, which was fairly normal publishing
practice in the 1920s. However, it may have also been because
Johnson was capable of notating Leon’s tunes, which, as later
became apparent, Leon wasn’t.

their passports on 23rd April. These were duly stamped for “All
Countries, Study and Travel,” a decidedly loose interpretation
of their activities, though Leon was certainly engaged in a close
study of fluids and local fauna. Curiously, both passport
applications were signed “George Hill Evans”, suggesting that
In March 1925 the Palm Beach Five were back at Rector’s in Leon was busy elsewhere that day. Taking up much of his time
Madrid, and the following month they were playing on the at this point was Marie Boyard, a dance-hall hostess at the
French Riviera. Since the city of Nice had an American PB5’s Nice venue.
Consulate, Leon and George took the opportunity to renew
Marie-Louise Boyard was born in 1901 to a single mother near
Nevers in the Loire Valley and put up for adoption. She ran away
from home at 15 and was arrested as a vagrant in Paris in 1917.
She spent a brief spell in Fresnes prison, but, being a minor,
was transferred to a remand home and later released. She was
arrested again in Bordeaux in 1919, this time for streetwalking.
By 1925 she was calling herself Marie-Léonie — possibly for
Crutcher’s benefit — and had adjusted her birth year to 1902.
One assumes Marie knew a certain amount of English, because
the monoglot Leon was sufficiently keen on her to take her back
to Paris. There, on 16th May, the couple moved into the Hôtel
Apollo at 11 Rue Joubert. However, for Leon this did not imply
a new domestic exclusivity, since on the 18th he rented a
second room, this time for himself, at the nearby Hôtel de la
Trinité, 74 Rue de Provence. According to the concierge at this
second establishment, “il s’adonnait à la boisson” [he indulged
in drink], and there was a regular stream of girls other than
Marie through his door [APPP].
On 16th May , while Leon was unpacking his suitcase from
the Nice tour, saxophonist Rudolph Dunbar (1899-1988) was
at the New York dockside boarding the S.S. Paris, having
decided that he wanted to study and play in Europe. Originally
from British Guiana, Dunbar was later able to pursue a long and
distinguished career as a teacher and performer in London,
eventually becoming the first African-American to conduct both
the Royal Philharmonic and London Symphony orchestras.

On 16th July, prior to leaving for the band’s summer
engagements in the south of France, Frank Goudie stopped by

the U.S. Embassy for a 12-month extension to his passport,
while across town Leon Crutcher was settling his bill at
the Hôtel de la Trinité [APPP]. Leon kept on the room at the
Hôtel Apollo, which would suggest that Marie Boyard stayed
behind in Paris. That week George Evans reported to the
Chicago Defender that he and Leon were on their way to the
Florida at Biarritz, presumably with Big Boy, Ferdie Allen and
Rudolph Dunbar in tow, the latter now filling the saxophone
chair. Overnight the band had become the “Palm Beach Six”,
though, curiously, in his unpublished memoirs Dunbar insists
that it was still a five-piece group. [ref. Howard Rye: Rudolph
Dunbar - Storyville 2002-2003]. This might be because he
discounted the violinist, who was, according to him, a “French
student”. If this was the same man as in the 1926 photo, he
was certainly no sophomore, judging by his hairline. However,
perhaps he was taking some form of music instruction from
Dunbar, who might have therefore considered that he was
essentially “sitting in”.

5th floor apartment in a rather nice building at 97 Rue de la
Boëtie in the 8th Arrondissement.

Initially, all was sweetness and light, and Leon would hand
over most of his earnings to Marie for household expenses,
clothes, etc. However, soon other tenants were complaining
about the couple’s noisy domestic scenes. During their three
months in the flat they managed to break eighteen window
panes, smash up the mantelpiece and damage much of the
furniture. Whether it was cause or effect, Crutcher’s drinking
didn’t help. The concierge, Mme Fernande Grand, said that
Leon started coming home so drunk that he couldn’t make it
up to the 5th floor, and she sometimes had to take him in till
he sobered up. Mme Grand added that she often lent the
couple money at the end of the week, Leon having already
blown his wages on drink and dice. According to her, this was
what the rows were all about [APPP]. Perhaps as a result of this,
Marie went back to working intermittently as a dance hostess,
notably at Zelli’s Royal Box on Rue Fontaine, not far from
July 1925’s gala balls at the Florida gave way to L’Abbaye.
August’s thés-dansants and private parties in the manicured
grounds of Le Pavillon Royal, where Leon Crutcher was able to Despite his enthusiasm for “L’école des Gigolos”, Leon was
catch up with Pierre d’Arcangues on the stage-show project. faced with three basic obstacles: the first was that his daily
The libretto that d’Arcangues had written was called “L’école duties at l’Abbaye only left a two-hour window for the project,
des Gigolos” — The Gigolo School. Whether this was in any between 5pm and 7pm; the second was that, because of his
sense based on Leon’s accounts of his own experiences is a personal habits, he was usually half-asleep by the time he
matter for conjecture. On their return to Paris, the Palm Beach turned up at Pierre d’Arcangues’ place; the third and most
Six worked at Le Jardin de ma Soeur, a club on Rue Caumartin. awkward problem was that he didn’t know how to notate music
However, he and Marie moved out of the Hôtel Apollo on 9th and didn’t speak enough French to be able to dictate it. Pierre
September and don’t seem to have had a Paris address for the d’Arcangues sensed a great sadness and frustration in him, due,
next two months, so the PB6 may have been on the road.
he felt, to the pianist’s inability to communicate. Eventually,
Pierre hired a young female amanuensis who was equal to
On 2nd October 1925, Josephine Baker, Louis Douglas and transcribing Leon’s ideas.
the Claude Hopkins band with Sidney Bechet opened in “La
Revue Nègre” at the Théâtre des Champs Elysées, to almost Leon Crutcher doesn’t seem to have had many real friends, a
instant acclaim. This was clear evidence that an up-to-date sad irony given his easy success with women. His lack of
Harlem-style show could work in Paris, and it may have French was a decided handicap, basically confining him to the
inspired Leon to get cracking on the music for “L’école des company of his crap-shooting buddies. Apart from George and
Gigolos”.
Morzella Evans, Leon and Marie hardly ever entertained anyone
at the flat. Indeed, in the light of their deteriorating relationship,
By November Leon Crutcher was leading the band at L’Abbaye their next move was a rather surprising one: they decided to
de Thélème on Place Pigalle, thanks to an introduction from the get married. This they did on Christmas Eve 1925 at the Mairie
head waiter, René Harembourg, whom he knew well. (town hall) of the 8th Arrondissement. However, if the intention
Fortunately, the owner, Oscar Mouvet, also ran Le Jardin de Ma was to achieve some measure of domestic harmony, it was
Soeur, so was already familiar with the PB6. The salary was singularly unsuccessful. Within a month things had got to such
reasonable, and Marie and Leon were able to rent a furnished a pitch that the couple were asked to leave their apartment, and

revolver. His reaction was contemptuous and dismissive —
rashly, as it turned out, since the gun went off, killing him
instantly.

Marie Boyard was arrested the following day. When
questioned by the investigating magistrate, Monsieur Nicollet,
Marie said she had shot Leon accidentally in the course of a
domestic quarrel. George Evans then asserted that if there had
been any serious argument he would have heard it from his
adjacent room. He was adamant that there had been no quarrel
before the shot. Marie, for her part, stood by her own
statement.

This was a crucial point, because shooting one’s spouse in
the heat of an argument could be construed as a crime of
passion, which in those days French law usually treated with
leniency. However, George Evans’s denial of any quarrel
suggested a premeditated killing, which was a capital crime.
Though in practice no woman had been guillotined in France
since the beginning of the 20th century, there was always the
risk of a tough prison term. The trial was set for the following
autumn, and Marie engaged Maître Georges Guilhermet as her
lawyer.

Marie Boyard, from a contemporary newspaper photograph.
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on 16th February they moved back into the Hôtel Apollo.

Nine days later, on Thursday 25th February 1926, Leon and
George went to work as usual at L’Abbaye de Thélème. Marie
hung around the club most of the night, waiting for the gig to
end. At one point she asked one of the waiters for pen and
paper, and spent a long time writing [APPP]. Whether she was
drafting some kind of ultimatum to Leon we’ll never know.
At 5am Marie, Crutcher and Evans left L’Abbaye together for a
late supper. Afterwards Marie tried to get Leon to call it a night,
but he wanted to kick on elsewhere. One can imagine that after
a long night on the bandstand the last thing he needed was
another let’s-talk-about-us confrontation. So Evans walked
Marie home to the Hôtel Apollo, where he and Morzella also
lived.

Leon was duly buried at the Pantin cemetery outside Paris,
and for a time George Evans used a Romanian pianist in the
PB6. However, the new man didn’t really measure up, because
Crutcher had been a good singer and entertainer too.
Eventually, at Bricktop’s instigation, cigar-chomping Glover
Compton (1884-1964) came over from Chicago, arriving in
Cherbourg with his wife on 15th May 1926. Compton had
worked in Southside clubs with the likes of Jimmy Noone, Ollie
Powers and Tommy Ladnier, and proved to be an ideal
replacement. In July 1926, Compton joined the PB6 in
Switzerland at Zürich’s Esplanade and the Corso in Bern. Then
the band went back to Biarritz in August — which is where we
came in.

Marie Boyard went on trial at the Paris assizes on 7th October
1926, five weeks after the PB6 photo was taken. Significantly,
she now had a different lawyer: Maître Raymond Hubert,
France’s star defence attorney, who had never yet lost a client’s
head to the guillotine and had very rarely lost a case. This raises
the question of why he agreed to defend Marie and, perhaps
more important, how she managed to afford him. Any money
What Leon got up to for the next few hours was fairly Crutcher had would have been long gone.
predictable. He hung out and drank at Le Grand Duc on Rue
Pigalle, where Ada “Bricktop” Smith (1894-1984) and WW1 Maître Hubert lined up a series of sympathetic character
air-ace Eugene Bullard (1895-1961) held sway. Leon even got witnesses, who, voices throbbing with emotion, laid stress on
to chew the fat that morning with reed-player Garvin Bushell Marie’s finer qualities, sad upbringing and tragic circumstances.
(1902-1991), who was touring Europe with the Sam Wooding Marie herself, described by the press as a “languorous blonde”,
orchestra in “Chocolate Kiddies”. Bricktop was a great admirer was suitably tearful and demure under questioning. Bizarrely,
of Crutcher’s piano playing and took a correspondingly on the stand George Evans no longer challenged Marie’s claims
jaundiced view of Marie, whom she referred to as “that French about the fatal quarrel. Morzella Evans even testified that
Chippy” — that is, according to Robert McAlmon (Being Crutcher might have been married concurrently to another
Geniuses Together - Secker & Warburg, London 1938). woman in the States. However, she dithered over whether the
McAlmon also quotes Bricktop as saying the couple had been certificate she once saw had been Leon’s U.S. marriage license
fighting outside her place that very night, though this is or just an insurance policy [laughter in the court]. The supposed
inconsistent with police reports. What is not in dispute, license was never produced in evidence, and it was never
however, is that around 3pm on the afternoon of 26th February alluded to again. However, Morzella was absolutely right: on
Leon eventually staggered home in some disarray. Needless to 30th March 1923 Leon Crutcher had married one Jane L. Burke
in Manhattan, certificate number 13944. There is no evidence
say, Marie was not amused.
of a subsequent annulment or divorce, so it looks as if Leon
The events of the following half-hour are less clear, because was in a bigamous relationship.
there were no eyewitnesses. Subsequent press reports said
Marie accused her wayward husband of cheating on her. The inference is that Morzella, living in the same hotel, told
Denying nothing, he countered by mischievously revealing the her younger neighbour what she’d seen, and this may have
name of her rival, adding that he was only paying Marie back been what was preying on Marie’s mind at L’Abbaye on the
in her own coin. This evidently stung, as she consistently night of 25th February. Leon’s various birds of passage were
maintained that she had been faithful to her husband. Leon’s one thing, but an existing U.S. marriage would invalidate
remarks were sufficiently hurtful for her to threaten him with a Marie’s French one: any stability or social respectability she

probably aware of the real Crutcher back-story. If Marie had
gone to jail, it could have possibly rebounded on the black
community. Bullard therefore may have organized a
whip-round for Marie, as he did for Sidney Bechet two years
later.

It should come as no surprise, therefore, that Raymond
Hubert, too, pops up in the wake of the famous Sidney
Bechet—Mike McKendrick 1928 gunfight on Rue Pigalle.
Glover Compton was winged by one of the drunken duellists,
who also managed to hit two female pedestrians, one of them
very seriously. Socialite Nancy Cunard hired Hubert to defend
‘Little Mike’ — for whom she had a soft spot — and Bullard
organized counsel for Bechet. Thanks to Hubert’s usual combo
of impressive character witnesses and emotive rhetoric, both
men got off extremely lightly with a 15-month jail term and a
1,000-franc fine. In the event, they were back on the street
within less than a year.

Early in March 1928 “L’école des Gigolos” eventually opened
in Paris at the Théâtre Albert 1er. Crutcher’s unfinished score
had been completed by Mario Braggiotti (1905-1996), who
later that year was to be one of the piano duettists
accompanying Fred and Adele Astaire in the London production
of the Gershwins’ “Funny Face”.

Maître Raymond Hubert, from a contemporary photograph.
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thought she had would be wholly illusory. One concludes,
therefore, that the “rival” that Leon drunkenly named on his
return to the Hôtel Apollo was actually his first and only legal
wife. Given all that Marie had been through in her short life, it
would have been a devastating blow — and a pretty good
reason to pick up a pistol.

Whether or not the defence had discussed the possibility of
Crutcher’s bigamy with the state prosecutor, the trial began to
focus more on Leon’s real or alleged failings than on Marie’s
crime. Absurdly, what eventually tipped the balance was Leon’s
income tax: as a non-resident he didn’t have to pay any. But
the judge expressed the view that 1,700 tax-free francs a week
for fooling around in nightclubs was an outrage. Given the
grinding poverty in Paris, the jury apparently agreed with him.
There was a growing undercurrent of resentment that an
overpaid foreigner — and a black one at that — should live high
on the hog while Frenchmen starved. In practice, at 31 francs
to the dollar in 1926, Leon’s salary at the Abbaye didn’t amount
to a hill of beans in American terms — just $55, in fact.
Nevertheless, after Maître Hubert’s impassioned summing-up,
Marie was acquitted — her status as “Madame Crutcher”, if
anything, reinforced.

George Evans didn’t outlive his hapless colleague for very
long. He was already suffering from the tuberculosis that would
kill him in a Davos clinic in Switzerland on 27th October 1927.

Still, the question remains: who paid Maître Raymond
Hubert’s fee to defend Marie Boyard? While it’s possible that
she had acquired a rich protector in the seven months since
killing Leon, it seems more likely in the circumstances that
some kind of unofficial fund was set up.

Le Grand Duc, where Leon had spent a large chunk of his
wages, was a mob-owned nightspot where cashed-up Babbitts
played at being intellectuals and rubbed shoulders with
Picasso, Man Ray, Scott Fitzgerald, et al. Eugene Bullard was
the most respected African-American in Paris and the éminence
grise of Le Grand Duc. Something of a diplomatist, he was

In June 1928 it looked as if Marie Boyard was in trouble with
the law again, and the Paris Police were making a determined
effort to track her down. However, on closer examination of
the case file, I discovered that the search was being made at
the behest of librettist Pierre d’Arcangues and SACEM, the
French copyright agency. It turns out that the recent production
of “L’école des Gigolos” had generated considerable royalties
for the score. In her capacity as the childless Crutcher’s widow
and thus, in French law, his sole beneficiary, Mme Marie
Crutcher was entitled to the lot. Life — or, in this case, death
— is full of little ironies.
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Afternote:

This is not a doctoral thesis, and VJM is not The Lancet, so I’ll
spare you the three pages of reference minutiae. My heartfelt
thanks to Richard Hadlock and Howard Rye, without whom,
etc. Also to Peter Poplaski, who provided the splendid line
drawings of the principal actors in this saga, based on the few
mediocre photographs that survive on crumbling newsprint.
U.S. press sources were the Chicago Defender (‘CD’) and the
Afro American (‘AA’). French sources for the same period
include Le Matin, Le Gaulois, Paris-Soir, Le Petit Parisien, La
Lanterne, l’Humanité, L’Ouest-Eclair, Jazz and Comoedia, all
freely accessible online at www.gallica.bnf.fr, the Bibliothèque
Nationale de France website. Spanish-language sources were
El Heraldo de Madrid and La Esfera 1924-25, plus a November
1940 interview with Frank Goudie for the Jazz Club do Brasil,
published in Spanish translation in Cinema-Radio-Actualidad
(Montevideo) in January 1941. The account of “L’école des
Gigolos” comes mostly from Le Gaulois, 1st March, 1928. I
have drawn extensively on the Crutcher file at the Archives de
la Préfecture de Police in Paris (‘APPP’). Other works consulted
include: Garvin Bushell/Mark Tucker, Jazz: From the Beginning
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1988); Howard
Rye: Rudolph Dunbar - The Jazz Years: A Chronology (Storyville
2002-2003); Marie d’Albarade: La Belle Histoire du Pavillon
Royal (Biarritz: Atlantica 2005). For a detailed overview of the
1920s Paris nightclub scene, see D.Vernhettes/
C.Goudie/A.Baldwin: Big Boy – The Life and Music of Frank
Goudie (Paris: Jazzedit, 2015)

